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About This Game

Miami Cruise is a game inspired by retrowave aesthetics.
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You're a hovercar driver, on an infinite beautiful map, you need to dodge other cars that will come across in order to stay alive.

By getting close to them you will gain score and increase your combo, keep your feet on the accelerator if you want to keep your
combo, and never get off the road too long or you might die.

Your score will be published on the leaderboard, will you be the best among your friends.. or maybe in the world ?

Take a ride, and chill out.

Features :

 Arcade mode (solo)
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 Beautiful retrowave aesthetics

 Amazing synthwave tracks

 Controller support

 Steam leaderboard

 Steam stats & achievements

 Windows & Mac supported, Linux soon available
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Title: Miami Cruise
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
MK Games
Publisher:
MK Games
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP1+

Processor: i3 1.8 ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 720 / Intel HD 520 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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west. miami dinner yacht cruise. miami cruise from uk. miami cruise bus. miami 1 day cruise key west. miami cruise day.
miami booze cruise to key west. miami cruise terminal to miami airport. miami cruise boat terminal

Barely playable, runs around 20fps. And my pc is WAY above the system requirements. But it might be a bug since it's early
access. Just wait for the final version or some alpha releases. I fell out of the world the first time I played.. For every flavor-of-
the-month tryhard meta product, and for every 50 puzzle-based exploration games, one RPG Maker game gets a good story,
good pacing, consistent worldbuilding and, most importantly, tight gameplay.

This is that RPG.

Sojourner gives you 10 well-drawn classes with unique benefits and drawbacks from which to build you party. Every enemy
brings something different to each encounter, even if it's just a dumb joke. This is built off the Dragon Quest formula, and
made more accessible for a new generation of newbies to enjoy.

Speaking of accessibility, there are helpful (and funny) NPCs scattered everywhere, even a stone's throw away from the final
boss. One of them tells you how to get the secret ending, too. No need to replay the entire adventure for something you might
have missed. RPGs often have odd secrets that force people to look up a wiki or buy a strategy guide, but Sojourner goes in the
exact opposite direction: It is self-contained, and encourages you to find everything it hid in its multiple worlds.

The story is fairly light, but its message of positivity and optimism is a welcome change from the modern trend of 2deep4u meta
stories. There's no tricks here. It knows what it wants to do, it tells you, and it delivers with both an earnesty and charm unseen
in the current market.

This game is a thematic throwback to the NES days, but with modern conveniences. Get comfy and start exploring.. This
shouldve been an early access game.
but it kept me entertained for awhile.
. If I had to describe Shmadow in a few words I'd have to say it's as if bullet hells, endless runners, and sidescrollers had a child.
There isn't very much to say about this game but let's talk about it anyway. You're a ball of light who shoots other balls of
various colors. Your character and your bullets produce light allowing you to see through the darkness. The more damage you
take the less light you produce making it harder to survive. You get get an attack that recharges over a short cooldown and you
pickup powerups which can also be used to assist you. You fight bosses and your objective is to make it as far as you can
without losing. That's pretty much all there is to say about Shmadow.

The Good

One of the easiest achievement hunts you'll ever see.

You can play through the entire game and refund it if you don't enjoy it due to the game being so short.

You don't need a controller to do well (I got every achievement using keyboard and mouse).

Due to trading cards existing you'll make a large portion of what you spent on the game (if you bought it on sale) back
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from selling them.

Very short soundtrack although it's a very fitting song that doesn't get annoying.

Regardless of how much playtime you get it's still only 2 USD.

Several difficulties\/modes.

Really cool bosses.
The Bad

Super short playtime (15 ish minutes if you're playing normally and 30-90 minutes if you're achievement hunting
depending on how good you are at Shmadow). One playthrough of the game is enough for a player to see every
boss along with the majority of the content.

I like the graphics although I cannot deny that there was very little effort put into them.

There's no tutorial although there's a controls section on the main menu.

You have to use the powerup to know what it does (they have no titles, just icons) and for a game this short I
doubt you want to memorize all of them.
If you're poor (and I mean very poor) this game isn't a good choice for you considering the lack of playtime
you'll get out of it. If you aren't poor you've got nothing to lose no matter how much playtime you get out of it..
This is any amazing game with great potential. Think Terraria except top down like rimworld. A very unique and
nice game. At this time is still very early in development, but i cant wait for it to get further along.. A very
amusing FMV "choices matter" dating advise simulator.

https://youtu.be/IE8__dp2KMs

+ Hilarious dialogue choices
+ Surprisingly good dating advise
+ Large amount of content ~10 hours worth as each scenerio is quite lengthy
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Its an good game its old school herd if you into that then buy it ^^. Interesting........... This is a fun little game. Silentville was a
place where nothing really happened, until one day... it did. Now the place is abandoned, and anyone who enters is also fated to
disappear... if they don't solve the mystery.

The HO scenes are decent, the minigames fun, and the plot works. For the price, it is well-worth a try.. A short game, but made
a big impact. You get sucked right in the story and at the end you'll want more. Nice game. But WD1 was beter.. reverse poo

Price Drops on Select IFI Titles!:

PRICE DROP ALERT! There has been a price drop for select IFI titles on Steam! Prices have been reduced by up to $10!

Amnesia: Memories - $19.99

Dark Rose Valkyrie - $29.99

Fairy Fencer F - $19.99

Hyperdimension Neptunia Re;Birth1 - $24.99

Hyperdimension Neptunia Re;Birth2: Sisters Generation - $24.99

Hyperdimension Neptunia Re;Birth3 V Generation - $24.99

Hyperdimension Neptunia U: Action Unleashed - $24.99

Megadimension Neptunia VII - $29.99

MegaTagmension Blanc + Neptune VS Zombies - $24.99
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Trillion: God of Destruction - $19.99

For more updates on our titles follow our Publisher Page here!. sale:
sale. discord:
we have a discord group

https://discord.gg/EnvuyA3. Demons Tier NEW UPDATE !!:

Hello, my name is Daniel, the creator of Riddled Corpses , Xenon Valkyrie & other mobile games, finally i have finished
Demonstier.
I apologize for the lateness in reply & not commenting much about the game in a while, it's difficult to make a game alone &
have the intent of always making it better.

This game should have released in early 2018, but kept getting backtracked by updates to xenon valkyrie, console versions of
my other games & problems away from videogames.

I have added a ton to Demonstier since first showing it, most importantly is a 2 Player Mode & a small history of the events of
the game.
Also has a ring based menu, a new death based system ( similar to dark souls ) where you can retrieve your inventory once
destryoing your own grave & many more surprises.

The game has a variety of playable elements that make it truly unique, unimaginable but possible in developing as an indie.
The price of the game is $ 9.99, but it has a launch discount.

I would love to keep updating after launching the game, things i have in mind & all the good things reported by players.
Demonstier will launch finally in February 8, 2019 .

New artwork for the game.
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New CRT filter implemented, creating that classic tv effect .
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2 Player Co-Op Mode.

Epic storyline.

Translated to english, french, spanish & german.

Incredible 16-Bit graphics.

Huge number of ítems & weapons.

8 heroes with unique abilities.

Vicious enemies & final bosses.

RPG elements.

Procedurally created dungeons.

Fresh & unique combat style.

Fabulous music rendered in 16bits.
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Achievements, letters, etc...

Support for xbox gamepads.

Quests & much more...

New trailer!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hDlpPPWy8g

http://store.steampowered.com/app/698590

-Diabolical Mind

. Lucky Of Love 新增成就30个/30 new achievements:
增加有趣的成就30个，每次通关或者使用游戏内功能，均会解锁不同的成就。我们一直在努力了解steam更多更有趣的功能，谢谢大家给我们机会

Add 30 interesting achievements, each clearance or use of in-game functions, will unlock different achievements. We've been
trying to understand more and more interesting features of steam. Thank you for giving us the opportunity.. Update 0.570:
Major update with retro 3D graphics mode!:
What if the game was made in 1990? It might have looked similar to this new graphics mode.
Low vertex precision, low-resolution unfiltered textures, fog to disguise the viewing distance, limited color palette, loading
disruptions and so forth. There is a certain appeal to this PS1 look. It’s like 3D pixel art :)

Other changes:

There now is an audio sub-menu to control the volume for the effects and the voice over.

Fixed a bug that cause the unlockable, Irish voice over setting to disappear.

Some general polishing throughout the game.
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. Update 0.476:

Fixing a bug that caused the player to load outside the active level

Event driven sounds pause when the game pauses

Adding many sound effects

Optimizing performance for lower end quality settings
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